It long has been known that the familiar Rayleigh scattering1 is due to microscopic variations of elec tric permeability (or index of refraction) associated with local fluctuations of density and temperature. The polarization of the light scattered by these scalar or isotropic fluctuations is the same as that of the incident field. More recently2-5 it has been recognized that the experimentally observed depo larization of scattered light originates from aniso tropic, tensor valued fluctuations of permeability. Theory predicts5 that the intensities of scattering due to these scalar and tensor (symmetric and traceless) valued fluctuations of permeability should be proportional to (e • e')2 and |[3 + (e • e')2], respec tively, with e and e' denoting the polarizations of the incident and scattered beams.
The purpose of the present investigation is to determine how these conclusions are modified for scattering from an optically active fluid. Specific items of interest include the systematic rotation of the plane of polarization of transmitted light and the characteristics of the scattering caused by fluc tuations of the second rank (asymmetric) pseudotensor, gyration parameter, g. In part I we con struct the inhomogeneous differential equation
Reprint requests to Prof. Dr. J. S. Dahler, Departments of Chemistry and Chemical Engineering, University of Min nesota, Minneapolis, Minn., U.S.A. which governs the electric induction of the field scattered from an optically active fluid. The dif ferences between this equation and the correspond ing equation for an inactive fluid arise from ad ditional terms that occur in the "constitutive re lationships", that is, in the connections among the D, B, E, and H fields. There are contributions to the inhomogeneous portion of this wave equation due to fluctuations of g and contributions to the differential operator (or propagator) which account for the rotation of the polarization of the scattered light. From the solution of this equation we com pute the electric field at a point far from that at which scattering occurs and then derive a formula for the spectral intensity of the scattered light.
In part II we resolve this intensity into con tributions due to fluctuations of electric permeability and gyration parameter and derive explicit formulas for the dependence of each of these contributions upon the polarization and propagation vectors of the incident and scattered fields. It is found that the intensity of a scattering component which in volves a fluctuation of g is dependent upon all four of these quantities whereas terms arising from fluc tuations of permeability alone depend only upon e and e'. The intensities of the various terms are re lated to correlation functions specific to the dif ferent fluctuations. Finally, we introduce the co herence matrix of Born and Wolf6 in order to describe the polarization state of the scattered quasimonochromatic light. I t is found that for several commonly used experimental arrangements the autocorrelation of Ag (the fluctuation of g) has dis tinguishable effects upon the depolarization and that the cross correlation of this tensor with Ae (the fluctuation of e) contributes to the ellipticity and tilt of the polarized component of scattered light.
Throughout this presentation we adhere closely to the notation and mathematical format of the ex cellent paper by Hess5. To avoid repetition we have omitted many conceptual and mathematical details which can be found in Hess5 or in one of the stan dard references1-3.
I. Construction and Solution of the Wave Equation for Scattered Light
Our treatment of light scattering by an optically active fluid is a modest and straightforward gener alization of a theory which has evolved over a period of more than half a century1-5. The essence of this theory is contained in the description or model which it adopts of the scattering medium. Once this model is accepted the mathematical structure of the theory then follows as a natural consequence of Maxwell's equations and of the application of sta tistical mechanics techniques for handling the fluc tuations and correlations of dynamical variables. Therefore, we shall begin with a brief summary of the conceptual basis of the theory and then proceed directly to a compact formulation of its mathemati cal aspects.
We consider a fluid which is in a state of thermo dynamic and mechanical equilibrium. This does not, of course, preclude the occurence of fluctuations which can be characterized in terms of the arrange ment and motions of the centers of mass and orien tations of groups of molecules which number much less than the total population of the fluid. Except in the vicinity of a phase transition, these fluctua tions will be highly localized events which involve correlations of molecular arrangement and motion over distances no more than an order of magnitude greater than the mean spacing between neighboring molecules. Therefore, the fluid can be treated as if it were divided into a large number of quasi-indepen dent subsystems each of which is of infinitesimal volume from a macroscopic point of view but which nevertheless contains very many molecules. Light scattered from these different subsystems or "cells" will be incoherent.
To compute the electromagnetic field caused by scattering from the fluid one takes advantage of the vast difference between the time scaie (> 10-12 sec) associated with changes of molecular arrangement and the characteristic response time (< 1 0 -16sec) of the electronic state of the system to the incident field. The scattering then can be described in terms of the instantaneous arrangement of the molecules and properties of the associated adiabatic (in the sense of the Born-Oppenheimer separation) elec tronic state such as the local, arrangement-dependent values of magnetization and electric polariza tion. Although the macroscopic state of the system may be isotropic (as it is when there is thermo dynamic and mechanical equilibrium and no ex ternal fields), the localized regions in which scat tering occurs are not subject to this symmetry con straint. Thus, for example, while the local value of the electric permeability tensor must be symmetric, it need not be isotropic.
In an isotropic medium the arrangement average of the scattered field is zero. However, the intensity of scattered radiation is porportional to the square of the field strength and the average of this gener ally does not vanish.
Let us denote by D, B, E, H, and k, respectively, the electric induction, magnetic-induction, electric field, magnetic field, and wave vector, which are specific to the incident radiation. The correspond ing quantities associated with the scattered light will be labelled with the corresponding primed vari ables. (This convention is the same as that used by Landau and Lifshitz 2 but opposite to that adopted by Hess5.) The constitutive relations appropriate to an isotropic optically active fluid are7 (also see Appendix A) D = eE -g^H , B = /uH + g£t E (1) where e, g, and fx (which we henceforth equate to unity) are the volume averaged isotropic values of the electric permability, gyration parameter, and magnetic permeability. Because of the fluctuations of molecular arrangement which previously have been discussed the constitutive relations appropriate to one of the elementary scattering regions will be of the form D + D = (e8 + A e ) •(£ + £') -( 0 8 + Aff) .e t ( f f + H ') , where the two second rank tensors Ae = Ae(£*) and Ag = Ag(tx) denote the local instantaneous values of the fluctuating contributions to the elec tric permeability and gyration parameter and where AgT is the tensor transpose of Ag. We now assume the intensity of the scattered field to be much less than that of the incident light and then use Eq. (1) to eliminate D and B from Equation (2) . This re sults in the pair of relationships
where d = Ae F -A g-8t H and b = AgT -8t F (4) give the explicit dependence of the scattered fields upon the local fluctuations of the fluid and upon the characteristics of the incident beam. By substitut ing the connections Eq. (3) into the Maxwell equa tions one obtains for the electric induction of the scattered field the inhomogeneous differential equa tion
where A denotes the Laplacian operator. The mag netic induction satisfies a similar equation. Because the incident light must pass through the optically active fluid to the point where scattering occurs, the polarizations of the E and H fields which appear in d and b of
are rotated by amounts proportional to the distance from the boundary of the fluid to the location of the fluctuations Ae and Ag. In Appendix B it is shown that the rotation of the polarization of the scattered light is accounted for by the last twT o terms on the left hand side of Equation (5). For fluid samples which are sufficiently thin these rotatory effects are of negligible importance. The condition for this is g co2 L/c 1 where cu denotes the frequency of the incident light and where L is the thickness of the sample. However, even if this criterion is not met the effects of optical rotation can be compensated by suitable adjustments of the polarizers and ana lyzers. We henceforth ignore such complications and confine our attention to the simplified wave equation
Let us denote by D'(oo', x) and F(co', x) the time Fourier transform of D'(t, x) and of F(t, x), respec tively. Then, the electric induction at a point * which is far from an elementary scattering region of volume Q is given by
where k' = k' x with x = xjx and k'2 = eco'2lc2.
We now select for the incident light the plane polarized pulse j . <9)
The spectral intensity J , 5 defined as the intensity per frequency interval with polarization e' which is scattered into the direction x, then can be written in the form J = (C/4tt) (l/27r,5r)<| ■ E'{a)',x)\2>x2 (10) where the bracket < ) denotes an ensemble average of the fluctuations. More generally one defines the spectral intensity matrix with components J mn = (c/4 n) (112 ti f K E m' (co', x )E n'*((o', x)>x2 (11) referred to the two orthogonal unit vector5 £i = e' and e<i = / ' = h'a e'which lie in the plane perpen dicular to the direction of propagation k'. I t follows from (8) and (11) that this intensity is related to the scattering matrix
Imn = (Il27i^r)(il4n)2jd t^d t'e i^-»>« ~ r\ h m{t)hn* («')> 0 0 by the formula Jmn = (c/4tt) (co'lc)*E2Im n(co'-co, q; e,f, e 'J ') .
Here q = k' -k is the momentum transfer and hn(t) = e • Ae(f, q) ■ eV + i(o fe { in' • Ag(f, q) • / -/ » ' ^( t , q ) ' e) = a^ : Ae + i(o j/e ß<»>: Ag (14) with Ae (t, q) -j d3ye~ i 9 '-v Ae (t, y ) , Ag (t, g) = J d^y e~ * * ^ Ag (t, y ) .
Finally, f -fc Ac, f n' = k' a en' -x a en', a<n> = eew', and ß<w> = /<?vFrom these definitions it follows th a t/! ' = eV = / ' , / 2' = = -e', ad) = W , a<2> = e/', pd) = f e ' -f'e , and ß<2> = / / ' + In the case of a stationary ensemble (hm(t)hn* (t')y = (h m(t -t')hn* (0)). Equation (12) 
with RIf") (co'-to, t, q) = Re{(l/yr) ei(to ~ C Ü )<<Ap.(«, g) Av*(0, g)>}.
Henceforth we assume the limit -> oo and replace the integrand factor ( 1 with unity. To obtain the formula (16) we have invoked the "reciprocal relations" <a(J, *)b(0, *)> = < a(0,*)b(<,*)> or <a(t, q)b*(0, g)> = <a*(0, q)h(t, g)> with a and b equal to Ae or Ag. These are so because the time dependence of the tensors Ae(£, x) and Ag(£, *) is due exclusively to the translational and rotational motions of the molecules and involves the electrons only to the extent that the adiabatic electronic state determines the interactions among the molecules.
II. Characteristics of the Scattering from Different Kinds of Fluctuations
The second rank tensors Ae and Ag can be resolved into the sums 
it follows that (a (t, g)b(g)> = C(/| g ) : <a(g)b(g)> where C is either A or B. In the case of an isotropic fluid the fourth rank tensors C(£|g) and <a(g)b(g)> can be written as sums
with isotropic basis tensors Tfc<4'°> (the notation is that of Coope and Snider8) which are so defined that
and where 1<4> is the fourth rank identity tensor.
The components of these projection operators are given by were obtained previously by Hess5 and, in somewhat different form, by Landau and Placzek3. Each element of the matrix I mn is a sum of terms, every one of w hich is a product of three factors, one dependent solely upon the polarization and propagation vectors having to do with the geometrical arrange ment of the experiment, a second that is determined by the fluctuations of a system in thermodynamic Table 1 . The polarization and propagation vector dependent factors which appear in the expansion Eq. (22) of the scattering function. The entries enclosed by dashed lines are not obser vable because of the symmetry of the electric permeability tensor. k ß*™ a*<2> : a*<2> ß*<2> : ß*<2) 1 i[3 + (e-e')2] 7 -e 7 ') 2 + (e '7 H e 7 ') (e -e ')( /7 ') + 1 U 3 + (e 7 ')2] i ( e -e '+ / 7 ') 2 + ( e 7 ) ( e '7 ) -( e -e ') ( / 7 ') + l 2 j i [ l -( e -e ' ) 2]: 7 -e -f')2 -( e '-f ) ( e -f ) M l -( e 7 ' ) 2] i -i ( e -e ' + / -/ ' ) 2 + ( e 7 ') ( e ' •/) 3 W '* ) * i(e ' 7 -(e-e') ( /• /') + 1 ® 7 ') 2 i (e 7 ') 2 + ( * • * ) ( /7 ') + i i ( e -e '+ / -/ ') 2 k aAr(1): a**2) ß *(1) : ß*<2> «*<« : ß*<2> a*<2> : ß*<« 
which measure, respectively, the rotation or tilt and the ellipticity of the polarized component of the light.
(Any partially polarized beam can be decomposed into the sum of completely unpolarized and completely polarized parts.) Since the Ük usually will be much greater than or Ük(w\ the gyration tensor produces a more significant effect upon the ellipticity and tilt than upon the intensity of depolarized light.
III. Discussion
According to Eq. (22) and Table 1 with a = co2gjc, seldom will be greater than IO-4 and 10"8, respectively.
[The values just cited are ap propriate to A1( 9M0-methyl-2-octalone and A1(-9)-5-hydroxy-10-methyl-2-octalone for which a = 5 ra dians/cm for 3000 Ä light and a = 6.2 radians/cm at 2800 Ä 9. In both of these cases e = 1.3. For the more typical secondary butyl alcohol e = 1.96, a = 4 x 10~3 radians/cm, and I^^jl^e e ) ^ 10-7 for the sodium D-line (5895 A).] However, it always should be possible to distinguish between scattering con tributions due to fluctuations of e and g by the careful selection of sample fluids and of experimental arrangement . For example, it is usual to determine the degree of depolarization by measuring the scattered intensity with polarization such that e • e' = 0, that is, with a polarization to which there is no con tribution from scalar fluctuations of e. However, under conditions such that scalar fluctuations are very large (for example, in the vicinity of a phase transition) the major contributions to the scattering func tion will be 11(££> = Z7i<££) ai*1) : ai*1) = \ £/i<f£>, due to the traceless and symmetric part of Ac, and J 8(w> = U3^g) ß3ü) : ß 3(D = Uz(gg) 1 [(tc + Jc') • e Ke'f ,due to the scalar part of Ag. The dependence of I 3(gg) upon fc and Jc' renders it distinguishable from /]_<") and furthermore, provides a non-zero contribution to the depolarization even when traceless symmetric fluctuations of e are absent. where 0 = cos-1 (tc • Jc') is the angle of scattering. The underlined terms are identically zero because of the symmetry of the electric permeability tensor.
As a specific example we apply these formulas to the experimental arrangements with e • e! = 0 which were considered in the preceeding paragraph. The vh and hh cases with Jc • tc' = 0, that is with 0 -In , both satisfy this criterion. In the event that there are large scalar fluctuations the major contributions to the scattering functions (4tt)2 /<vh> = | £7i<££> + I Ui«w> + i U2<") + i U3^g) and (4tt)2 /<hh> = \ U^ + U^g) -f XJ2^g) will be Ui<££), due to the symmetric part of Ae, and U3^g), due to the scalar part of Ag. Therefore, by measuring the difference between /<vh> and /<hh> (which should be zero for an optically inactive fluid) one obtains the value of U^og), What one often measures is the total intensity of light scattered through the angle 0, that is, the integral The remarkable feature of these results is that the polarization averages of the electric permeability functions a k : a k depend only upon the angle cf) = cos-1 (tc' • e) whereas the averages of ß^ : ß^ are func tions of 0 = cos-1(£' • tc) alone. Suppose that 0 = 0, in which case 013 : 0C 3 = 0 but ß 3 : ß 3 4= 0. Under these circumstances the only scattering due to fluctuations of density is that associated with the gyration tensor.
Finally, let us examine the state of polarization for the special case when e' lies in the plane of e and tc'. The angles 0 and 0 are defined to equal cos-1e • e' and cos-1/ -/ ' , respectively. Then by neglecting all terms except those proportional to Üi<££>, £73< ££) and Ü3^g) we obtain is an imaginary number. Therefore, provided no absorption occurs the ellipticity of the scattered light will be proportional to Ü s^ and the angle of tilt will be zero. There are, of course, many similarities between the phenomenological theory presented here and the microscopic theories of Blum and Frisch10 and of Atkins and Barron11. However, we believe that the approach adopted here has several distinct advantages among which is the straightforward way in which it leads from the electromagnetic constitutive relations to a description of the scattered light and the neat way in which it organizes the contributions to the scattering matrix into sums of terms each with a unique dependence upon correlation functions of different symmetries and each with a characteristic dependence upon the polarization and propagation vectors. Now it is apparent from (A.3) that the tensor Aa and Ba of the Rosenfeld theory are Hermitean. Further more, these tensors will be real valued provided that the adiabatic electronic states are eigenstates of the time reversal operator, that is, provided that there is no external magnetic field.
It is well known that in the absence of external magnetic fields the complex dielectric tensor e' is sym metric and that the imaginary part of this tensor is then the coefficient of extinction or absorption2. However, because it neglects the possibility of absorption the Rosenfeld theory predicts that e' will be real when H ext = 0. On the other hand, when H ext #= 0 this theory yields for the imaginary part of e' an antisymmetric tensor &>v which is proportional to e • H ext (where e denotes the totally antisymmetric third rank isotropic tensor) and which has nothing whatsoever to do with absorption.
Let us now assume that H ext = 0 and neglect in (A.4) terms involving the tensors a and Ba. We then obtain the constitutive relations used in Eq. (2) of the text and are able to identify e and g, respectively, as symmetric and asymmetric tensors.
Ailawadi, Berne and Forster12 recently proposed that the "anomalous" splittings of the depolarized Rayleigh spectrum of certain liquids arise from fluctuations of the antisymmetric part of e' and are coupled (through the antisymmetric portion of the fluid stress tensor) to fluctuations of the molecular angular momentum density. However, in the absence of an external magnetic field e' is symmetric and so it is impossible for scattering to occur by this mechanism.
Finally, it should be noted that the constitutive equations obtained here appear to be very different from the relationships D = e E -(y Here, e'(x) is the polarization at the point of observation, e'(x) cos ax -f-xh e'(x) sin ax = e' the po larization of D'J-in the immediate neighborhood of the scattering element, and xa e'(x) cos cnx -e'(x) sin ax is equal to x A e'.'Therefore, the final result (B.5) is identical in form to that obtained from the simplified wave Eq. (7) but with the polarization altered to account for transmission of the scattered light through the optically active medium.
